Getting to Wimbledon from Heathrow Airport
By Underground
The most convenient way to travel from Heathrow to Wimbledon is by
Underground on the Piccadilly Line. Underground trains operate every 5 minutes
into central London with a journey time of approximately 50 minutes.
For Wimbledon get off at Earls Court Station and change to the District Line.
Make sure you take the Wimbledon branch south-bound (the front of the train will
say Wimbledon) and get off at Wimbledon station, the last stop.
Single fare to Wimbledon with
(Saturday/Sunday/Bank Holidays)

an

Oystercard*

is

£1.50

off

peak

From Wimbledon station we advise you to take a taxi to your homestay. It should
cost between £5 and £15.

By Train
Heathrow Express fast, frequent trains operate from Heathrow to London
Paddington. The journey time is 15 minutes. A single fare bought on the day is
£24.80. You can also book online https://www.heathrowexpress.com/tickets-deals
From London Paddington Station take the Underground, District Line southbound to Wimbledon. Make sure you get a Wimbledon train (it should say
Wimbledon on the front of the train) and get off at Wimbledon station, the last stop.
Single fare with an Oystercard is £2.80 off peak (Saturday/Sunday/Bank Holidays)*
From Wimbledon station we advise you take a taxi to your homestay, it should cost
between £5 and £15.

By Taxi
London taxis are available outside each terminal. The journey time to central London
is approximately 45-60 minutes and should cost between £45 and £70. However,
you could get a better price by booking your transfer in advance.
Find a taxi company on our Heathrow Airport Taxis and Transfers page.
Alternatively, follow the signs from each terminal for taxi ranks. To Wimbledon the
cost is around £75 and the journey time around 1 hour 15 minutes.

By Coach
From the coach station at Heathrow, there are coaches to Central London (Victoria
Coach station 75 min or Earls Court 70 min) costing around £8.50 one way.
http://www.nationalexpress.com/airports.aspx
You may be able to find cheaper buses from the airport, for example easybus, by
booking online: http://www.easybus.com/en/london-heathrow
•

From Victoria Coach station walk ten minutes to Victoria Underground
station. Then take the Underground District Line south-bound to
Wimbledon. Make sure you get a Wimbledon train south-bound (it should
say Wimbledon on the front of the train) and get off at Wimbledon station, the
last stop (around 30 minutes)
Single fare with an Oystercard* £2.90 off peak (Saturday/Sunday/Bank
Holidays)

•

From Earls Court Station take the Underground District Line. Make sure
you take the Wimbledon branch south-bound (the front of the train will say
Wimbledon) and get off at Wimbledon station, the last stop.
Single fare with an Oystercard* £1.50 off peak (Saturday/Sunday/Bank
Holidays)

From Wimbledon station we advise you take a taxi to your homestay, it should cost
between £5 and £15
*For information about Oystercards and how to obtain one, please go to www.tfl.org
with information in English and also some translations.

